Queen of the City 2: The Life of a Female Rapper (An Urban Hood
Drama)

Lyric picks up where she left off, in the
hotel room of Big Tuck, the Citys most
ruthless drug Lord. She sets up him with
sexual advances to take his mind off of
why she really came; to carry out revenge
on him for killing Junie, her longtime
boyfriend. As she has intertwined in a
menage trios, she suddenly reaches for a
pistol and instead of waiting for her new
found boyfriend Nas, she takes it upon
herself to eliminate Big Tuck. Eight
months later, she gives birth to a baby but
questions whether the child belongs to Nas
or if it was the product of the rape she
experienced in Chicago, but when he is
born that is all laid to rest. They decide to
name the baby, Prince Nasir Jones, as the
child bears an uncanny resemblance to her
deceased boyfriend, Junie, which also
happens to be Nass estranged brother.
Together, Nas and Lyric began their reign
as King and Queen of the Citys drug game
while simultaneously becoming two of the
most feared people within the Citys limits.
Nass overt hardcore mentality seems to
coincide perfectly with Lyrics subtle, yet
thorough aggression.
Suddenly, a
traumatic event involving Prince causes a
rift between them and the couple that was
so in love with each other becomes
dangerously toxic. Join Lyric in this heart
racing, hood thriller as she faces enemies
from every direction in this banger, Queen
of the City 2. Disclaimer: This book
contains sexually explicit content and
language which is only suitable for people
over the age of 18.
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